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Background

 Multi-year process of dialogue, research, iteration among representatives of:

 Association of American Universities (AAU)

 Association of Research Libraries (ARL)

 Association of University Presses (AUPresses)

 Summer 2016 Summit in Washington DC:

 AAU/ARL/AUPresses Task Force & Staff

 Representatives from 15 Institutions Interested in Participation

 March 2017 formal invitation to participate issued to ~ 25 North American provosts

 Summer 2017 Summit in Washington DC:

 2016 Attendees

 Representatives from Learned Society Groups

 Fall 2017 – TOME launches



What is TOME?

 5-year pilot program in which institutions agree to award at least three publishing 
grants of at least $15,000 to their scholars who enter into publishing agreements 
with qualifying publishers to produce an open digital edition of the scholar’s 
monograph

 Qualifying presses:

 Adhere to AUPresses Best Practices in Monograph Publishing

 No geographic limitation

 Open digital edition:

 Produced in ePub 3.x

 Under any variety of Creative Commons license

 Presses are free to negotiate a higher grant amount for a complicated or lengthy 
work …

 … or to decline to publish a work as a TOME title



Early (very) Results

 13.5 Participating Institutions

 60 Participating Presses

 12 Titles Under Contract

 15 Titles Nearly Through Pipeline

 Altmetrics Pilot in Development



Why Participate – Authors & Institutions?

 Concrete way for an institution to demonstrate commitment to HSS

 Authors enjoy benefits of increased discoverability

 Foster digital innovation

 Potential solution to Free-rider problem

 Long-term potential to transform Humanities scholarship



Why Participate - Presses?

 Potential to bring increased financial stability to monograph publishing programs

 Increased discoverability of open digital editions leads to print sales … maybe?

 Way to demonstrate value to parent institution:

 Good citizen of the Academy

 Open to experimentation

 Metrics

 Funding for digital capacity-building

 Potential solution to Free Rider problem



Misunderstandings/Challenges/Opportunities

 Everything about TOME is OPTIONAL:

 Intended to encourage experimentation

 Agreement of the parties is paramount

 TOME is *not* right for every title on a press’ list

 TOME has potential to perpetuate inequalities in academia

 Unaffiliated scholars

 Scholars in the Global South

 Scholars at historically underfunded institutions

 Currently there is no central hosting platform

 The initiative needs a lot more Participating Institutions

 $15,000 does not buy any “digital affordances”

 Do Humanities scholars care???



Questions?

pberkery@aupresses.org


